JUST SMELL IT
ALABAMA FUN FACTS

- Capital punishment is a legal penalty.
- Highest per capita death penalty rate in the country.
- Some years, its courts impose more death sentences than Texas, a state that has a population five times as large.
BIRDS OF A FEATHER
FLOCK TOGETHER
AND THAT IS WHY ONLY ONE OF YOU HAS TO GO TO THE POOL PARTY AT THE VANDERBILT ESTATE
Sometimes Q have to shut down an entire airport to keep criminals from fleeing

Trying to escape? Not on my watch.
If only you knew how bad things really are.
STAY BELOW

40,000 FT

FACEBOOK IS AT WAR WITH FREE SPEECH

DID YOU KNOW THEIR NEW EU AGREEMENT VIOLATES THE U.S. CONSTITUTION?
WAR IS PEACE
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
TWITTER IS AT WAR WITH FREE SPEECH

DID YOU KNOW THEIR NEW EU AGREEMENT VIOLATES THE U.S. CONSTITUTION?
WE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH THAT BODY WASHING UP IN CANADA

WE WERE ONLY THERE FOR A HOLIDAY VACATION

I AM THE FK*ING RING LEADER!
AND YOU GET A BOOT,  
AND YOU GET A BOOT  
EVENONE'S GETTING  
BOOTS FOR CHRISTMAS!

CAN Q HEAR ME NOW?

YOU CAN'T STOP THE SIGNAL -- IT'S CBTS. #Qanon  YOU CAN'T STOP THE SIGNAL -- IT'S CBTS. #Qanon
Chelsea Clinton: I Left the Church When I Was 6 Because It Opposed Abortion
BACK YOU FOUL HEATHENS

BACK I SAY!
THE YEAR IS 1999.
THE CIA NIGGERS ARE
GLOWING IN THE DARK.
The Clinton Foundation:
Follow the Money
5% to Charity
95%.....?

Right now, at 6 years old, Hillary and I
are teaching our daughter that abortion is a good thing.
REMEMBER WHEN ASSAD BURNED 83 MEN, WOMAN, AND CHILDREN ALIVE IN WACO?

OH, WAIT. THAT WAS CLINTON, MY BAD.
The Clinton Foundation:
Over $2 Billion
In Revenue

The Clinton Foundation:
With Charity as its
Front, it grew
Into a ‘perfect
Gathering place
Where deals
Were made
Making people
Rich’
(Charles Ortel for more)
The Clinton Foundation: Ran child Sex Trafficking Rings RIP Monica Petersen

The Clinton Foundation: What happened In Haiti?
Soros/Clinton “Purple Revolution”

Don’t expect Bill & Hillary to give up Power quietly...

Purple is the color of George Soros vile political operations:
- Soros-style Street Protests & Political Disruption
- Anti-Trump Street Art & Political Graffiti
- Anti-Trump Music
- Soros-funded Political Groups
- Propaganda War... Anti-Trump Press & Broadcasters
- Undermine public confidence in the Trump Administration...from the Outset
- Their Agenda is to Create Chaos & Anarchy to destroy the US

Globalist Elites are using Liberals/Progressives to Execute Their Plan... The Soros/Clinton “Purple Revolution”

The Clinton Foundation

RIP

Seth Rich

How CPS Operates

Children’s Protective Services

Law

CPS

Removal

Children

World Destruction

Foster Care

I destroy by war. How about you?
Exciting times for Patriots who want to Right this country's wayward path in D.C.

President Trump "calm before the storm" Comment
Looks realistic

Just as "real" as the others
Ay LMAO / X33-03
No matter how fast I run...

I cannot run away from the pain...
TO THE STARST... ACADEMY OF ARTS & SCIENCE

PROPERTY OF AREA 51

CHILD'S ALIEN COSTUME
PROJECT DISCLOSURE

2017

Ayy LMAO
DID SOMEONE SAY ALIENS?

KEEP CALM, WE GOT THIS

#CBTS
Podesta Aliens

Aimpoints

#PizzaGate #CBTS
Just kidding ...

Actually, it's DARPA research.

Fake, very fake news
THIS UNIT SCORES WELL IN DECEPTION & HAS NEVER QUESTIONED HIS PRE-DETERMINED NARRATIVE

SO SHALL I STICK THE SHIP TO CNN LABEL ON HIM?

Fake, very fake news

CNN HEROES
WHAT DOES PRESIDENT TRUMP MEAN WHEN HE SAYS #FAKENEWS?

COULD HE REALLY MEAN #OPERATIONMOCKINGBIRD?
The Clinton’s
H.R. 867 of 1997
Adoption and Safe Families Act

The Speedy Terminating
of Parental Rights
Forcing Millions of Children
Into Foster Care
For Adoption Bonuses
Child Trafficking Swindle

"It will provide states
with financial incentives
to increase the number
of children adopted each year."
Bill Clinton

The Adoption and Safe Families Act, set in motion by President Bill Clinton, offered cash “bonuses” to the states for every child they adopted out of foster care.
In order to receive the “adoption incentive bonuses” local child protective services need more children.
They must have merchandise (children) that sell you must have plenty of them so the buyer can choose.” - Senator Nancy Schaefer

12/7/17 • FBI, IRS, HUD
CONDUCTED A NIGHTTIME RAID ON CLEVELAND CITY HALL

ITEMS TAKEN INCLUDED FILES RELATED TO PIONEER ENGINEERING, A COMPANY OWNED BY KHALIL EWAISS
FEEDER
WAKE THE F**K UP - THIS IS WHAT THEY CALL YOU

You are feeders.
Fire all Memes
74% of Incarcerated Inmates Have Been In the Foster Care System.

- Incarcerated Inmates Not Formally In Foster Care
- Incarcerated Inmates Formally In Foster Care

80% of Inmates Formally in the Foster Care System on Death Row.

- Inmates on Death Row Not Formally In Foster System
- Inmates On Death Row Formally in Foster System

Statistics provided by the US Administration of Children and Families, the US Department of Justice, the Casey Foundation, and the National Foster Care Coalition.
Ephesians 5:11

"Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them."
NEVER GO FULL SNOWFLAKE
GENUINE TRAGEDY.
She's gonna killed me.
The Goracle Knows All Sees All High Priest of the Church of the Warming Globe
ATTENTION ALL UNITS, SHOTS FIRED

WE HAVE A HAPPENING ON CBTS
BY AGE 6, BILL AND I
HAD BRAINWASHED CHELSEA INTO THINKING ABORTION WAS GOOD
SOROS PICKED THE PURPLE
DON'T ASK.....
“Gee, George, what do you want to do tonight?”

The same thing we do every night, Hillary,
Try to take over the world!

She won 90.09% Of the vote in DC
She's heavily in debt to Those who'd paid For State Favors

*sniff* *sniff*
It's true. I do smell like farts and urine.
Forward Together.

Help me, Huma. You're my only hope.
They never thought
She would lose

DIE
WITH YOUR BOOTS ON
HRC TRIED TO CUT A DEAL TODAY

WE SAID NO. Q

In my mind's eye I see
Three circles joined in
priceless, graceful
harmony.
Two full as the moon,
One hollow as a crown.
Two from the sea five
fathoms down,
One from the earth deep
under the ground.
The whole, a mark of high
renown.
Tell me - what can it be?
Why are so many of the Clinton’s Friends Pedophiles?

Her Saudi sponsors Were Princes
She and Obama used the non-Government Email to Communicate With each Other. This is Why she Wasn’t Prosecuted

SELLING RINGS ON QVC
I wonder if that rope is for me

She traded State favors For Saudi $$

SOLD OUT
She traded State favors
For Saudi $$

It was her turn
Damn ... Even I know that’s some fucked up shit!
AFTER YEARS OF GETTING THE RUNAROUND BY OBAMA AND ERIC HOLDER

I FINALLY KNOW WHERE ALL OF THE BODIES ARE BURIED.

THANK YOU, PRESIDENT TRUMP!
You can lead a liberal to knowledge

But you can't make it think

Luciferian - using the character Lucifer as a symbol for knowledge - rejecting following orders/god

Finding ultimate truths by any means and instead possible, worshiping their own godhood/intellect/will
SPECIAL GUEST VILLAINESS: The SCARLET WOMAN of BABYLON!

SON-O-GOD

“WHAT MAD APOCALYPSE?”

Sworn enemies since the creation, SON-O-GOD and ANTICHRIST battle for the very souls of men. But what chance does the PRINCE OF PEACE, committed to love and forgiveness, have against ANTICHRIST and his army of RELIGIOUS FANATICS?

Our hell-harrowing tale begins at a family affair in BROOKLYN....

ACCORDING TO SEAN KELLY and MICHEL CHOQUETTE
ILLUMINATED BY NEAL ADAMS
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR: ANNE BEATTIS
Can I get... adrenochrome in jail?

I'm Ready To Vote
SEE THAT PLASTIC SHIT UP THERE...

THAT'S $100M GDP GROWTH JUS LIKE DAT

NICE GOING FAGS
We could literally beat North Korea with a Magnet.
Ho, Ho, Ho . . .

MERRY CHRISTMAS

What in Allah's name was I thinking?
CHECKMATE.

BUT... OBAMA ALWAYS LET MEXICO WIN...

...AND WE PLAYED CHECKERS!
Grab 'em by the pussy...
Aptostichus barackobamai

The **Barack Obama trapdoor spider** (*Aptostichus barackobamai*) is a species of spider in the family *Euctenizidae* named after the 44th President of the United States, Barack Obama. The species was first reported by Professor Jason Bond of Auburn University in December 2012 as one of 33 new species of the genus *Aptostichus*. [1]
"An occult Cabal is running the World, Morty! They are evil and and eating Babys, Morty! We gotta expose them fast and, and thats how we gonna stop them Morty!"
WHO WATCHES THE WATCHERS?

HOLY SHIT... IT'S A PAPAL PEDO

PIZZA PARTY WITH KIDS
DEPLORABLES MOUNT UP

GO, GO, GO! BREACH THOSE SOCIAL MEDIA STRONGHOLDS AND DEPLOY THE MEMES, SOLDIERS!
STAB EVIL IN THE FACE

AND BE DONE WITH IT
ARE YOU READY FOR THE STORM...

TROOPERS?

/ourgguys/

/ourAnons/ ~ the generals

/poli/ ~ militia

/MI/ ~ Standing Army

GEOTUS ~ GEOrge Washington
Shock Report Reveals Pentagon & HUD 'Lost' $21 Trillion—Enough to Pay Back Nat'l Debt

December 12, 2017 at 9:43 AM
Factions Of Freedom
PENTAGON & HUD 'LOST' $21 TRILLION ENOUGH TO PAY BACK NAT'L DEBT

BUT THAT'S NONE OF MY BUSINESS
Fake Russian Collusion is dead. What else we got? Fake Constitutional Crisis? Then there's always Fake Aliens with Project BlueBeam.

THE FACE YOU MAKE WHEN

YOU KNOW YOU'VE PLAYED THE FALSE FLAG CARD TOO MANY TIMES
WHEN FALSE FLAGS DON'T WORK ANYMORE

ALIENS!!!
I JUST GOT MY TEETH SHARPENED

NOW WHERE'S THE PIZZA?
"Take heed that ye do not your alms before men, to be seen of them: otherwise ye have no reward of your Father which is in heaven. Therefore, when thou doest thine alms, do not sound a trumpet before thee, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that they may have glory of men. Verily I say unto you, they have their reward. But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth: That thine alms may be in secret: and thy Father which seeth in secret himself shall reward thee openly."

Matthew 6:1-5 Christ's Sermon on the Mount
COORDINATED EFFORT TO SILENCE...

ALL FOR A LARP, RIGHT?
MERRY CHRISTMAS Q YOU

Q Clearance Patriots

For GOD and COUNTRY!!!
VERY SPECIAL PLACES FOR VERY SPECIAL PEOPLE.

The Raper School
@TheRoeperSchool

The Roeper School is a uniquely personalized, coeducational school for gifted and talented children in preschool through grade 12.

📍 Bloomfield Hills/Birmingham MI
🔗 roeper.org

Joined November 2011
BECAUSE WHAT OTHER COLOR WOULD THEY PICK FOR A GROOMING SCHOOL FOR HIVITE LUCIFERIAN

THE ROEPER SCHOOL

PEDO RAPIST CANNIBAL HUMAN SACRIFICING FAMILIES IN OAKLAND COUNTY MICHIGAN?
HE IS COMING AGAIN!
Luke 21:28
And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh.
Look up for your redemption draweth nigh.

Luke 21:28
BECAUSE WHAT OTHER COLOR
WOULD THEY PICK FOR A GROOMING
SCHOOL FOR HITE LUCIFERIAN

THE
Roeper
SCHOOL

PEDO RAPIST CANNIBAL HUMAN
Sacrificing families in Oakland
County Michigan?

Sarah Ruth Ashcraft
@SaRaAshcraft

Let us not forget that @johnconyersjr
sent his son Carl to summer camp at
this school (I was his counselor) and it is
in Sander Levin's district!!! @Cernovich
@SarahHuckabee @PressSec
@GenFlynn @NSAGov
@realDonaldTrump @CraigRSawyer
@TheUSADOJ @usedgov @LizCrokin
@AprilLaJune

1:48 PM - 17 Dec 2017
ATTENTION ALL PUBLIC SERVANTS,
THIS IS AN EMERGENCY

WE HAVE A
CODE PURPLE

We really need our debt slaves
to fight against Trump for us now.
I demand you do as I say!
Isn't it time to update that pic?

That leading effort in AI you referenced earlier is as fictitious as your Global Warming Hoax. Do some research.

ROTHSCHILD

UPON BIRTH REQUIRES ACCOMPANIED SUBMISSION AND COMPLIANCE

EXTREME VIOLENCE, OCCULT RITUALS, SACRIFICE, CANNIBALISM, GRAPHIC RAPE AND TORTURE, WORLD DOMINATION
I want to be the voice of the poor because I know how you feel.

RICH PEOPLE AS A WHOLE ARE NOT YOUR ENEMY, BUT THE ROTHSCHILD S ARE...
President Putin releases identity of Russian spies who influenced the presidential election.

www.SILENCEisCONSENT.net
Psalm 106:34-43

"They served their idols and were ensnared by them. They sacrificed to demons their own sons and daughters, shedding innocent blood, the blood of their own sons and daughters, whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan, desecrating the land with bloodshed.

They defiled themselves by their actions, became adulterers by their conduct."
I’ve got a hit list
You’d better think twice
Hillary said you’re naughty, not nice
Mueller Claus is coming to town!

CRACK!

FBI

Taxpayers

Ben Garrison

Fake Evidence

From Barack & Hillary

It's not political!

Donald Trump

CRACK!

Candido
WHEN MARINA ABRAMOVIĆ DIES

DING DONG WICKED WITCH

JAMES WESTCOTT
WOW THAT'S TASTY
THEY USED JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF ADRENOCHROME
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE ACT (FISA)

House Intelligence Committee
Longworth Office Building

an unmasking bill you could have taken up and at any time why

Trey Gowdy Mops The Floor With Adam Schiff In Front Of The Entire Congress

182,811 views

WHAT IS A #SOCKPUPPET?
A very special place.

George Soros

And the very special place.
THE STORM
IS UPON US
The Storm is upon us - Stay calm
This is the storm
THE CALM IS OVER

THE STORM IS UPON US
THE STORM IS UPON US

SWAMP DREGS WILL END UP IN PRISONS AROUND THE WORLD

DAMNED IF I'LL GO TO THE SAME PRISON AS THESE F***ING MONSTERS
Political Science teacher busted

Having Sex With Students

Scandalous Salacious Elite Pedophilia

Padmé Amidala
TRAITOR

LOOKING FRESHLY INFUSED?
LOOKS LIKE I PICKED THE WRONG WEEK

TO STOP SNIFFING GLUE!
WE ARE NOT INSULTED BY TRUMP BELIEVING WHAT PUTIN TOLD HIM

WE ARE INSULTED BY YOUR THINKING YOU COULD GET AWAY WITH $7.8M OF OUR MONEY

THE TRUMAN SHOW

IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU!

DROPPED MORE TRUTH BOMBS THAN YOU REALIZE
TFW YOU KNOW WHERE THE BODIES ARE BURIED
WHAT ABOUT SOROS?

WE HAVE A VERY SPECIAL PLACE PICKED OUT FOR HIM
BEAT THE SHIT OUT OF THEM
"@codyave: @drudgereport @BreitbartNews @WriteinTrump "You Can't Stump the Trump" youtube.com/watch?v=MKH6PA... "

1:53 AM - 13 Oct 2015
CONDUCTOR

OF THE STORM!

CPS sign an alteration from artist’s original
HOLD MY CALLS TILL MORNING

GOT A LOT OF SWAMP DRAININ' TO DO THIS WEEK
JUDGEMENT IS COMING

YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO
“I will fight for you, and I will never, ever let you down—ever. Now, more than ever, we must support the men and women in blue.

President Donald J. Trump

JOIN ME ON THE FRONT LINE OF THE REVOLUTION

WE’VE GOT SOME PURPLE BLOODED ELEPHANTS TO HUNT
YOU WANT TO USE SOMETHING POWERFUL, WITH A LOT OF KICK TO IT

WHEN TAKING DOWN PURPLE BLOODED ELEPHANTS

TRUMP ROYAL Flush
SMELLS LIKE PRETEEN SPIRIT

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS Q
YOU KNOW ME

I'LL F**K ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
BIGLY
WE ARE WINNING BIGLY

[Image of a walking boot]
WE WISH Q A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AFTER SHE SIGNS MY BOOK, I'M GOING OUT AND YELL AT THE SKY!
YOU GET NOTHING!!!!!!!
YOU LOSE!!!!!!!